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        Our Endeavours

        India Sanitation Coalition (ISC) provides an integrated approach to sustainable WASH practices through a coalition of WASH experts working towards fulfilling the requirements of SDGs 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 17 in partnership with the Government.


      

      
        

        
          
            FORGING PARTNERSHIPS


            At ISC, our primary aim is to build long-lasting partnerships between all levels of the government and the private sector, by providing a strong platform where they can discuss openly, share experiences...

             
            
              Get in Touch
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              DEVISING STRATEGIES


              The ISC platform is one which encourages the devising of partnership-based strategies for all new initiatives. The best strategies consider formulating the national objective by linking it closely with vox populi and ensuring sustainable impact. 

             
              Get in Touch
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            BUILDING KNOWLEDGE


            At ISC, while devising initiatives for the WASH sector, we endeavour to ensure that we first understand the issues in detail through detailed research, a continuous dialogue with WASH specialists...
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           Initiatives 

          Let us look at initiatives taken by India Sanitation Coalition to achieve an integrated approach to sustainable WASH practices.

          

          

        


           
             
          
            THE LIGHTHOUSE INITIATIVE

            The Lighthouse Initiative commissioned by the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation is an intervention for the sanitation ecosystem, to be implemented in a public-private partnership mode. It will be piloted in 75 GPs /villages across fifteen states in its first phase.  LHI is based on the principle of Inclusive Sanitation and Leaving No One Behind.

            Know More
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            PLASTIC WASTE MANAGEMENT

            ISC and Godrej are proposing to develop a detailed proposal under the PPP model for the +1 Million- 6 cities identified for Maharashtra on Plastic Waste Management solutions, this is also aligned with the governmentâ€™s mandate. The aim is to develop PLASTIC CIRCULAR CITIES for Maharashtra. The 6 cities (ref. list below), will be divided between the 3 partners identified, who will partner with ISC and Godrej on the PWM Project for Maharashtra.

            Know More
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            CLIMATE RESELIENT CITIES

            As Indian cities continue to grow in population, generating 70% of future energy demand, Indiaâ€™s policy response to the need for sustainable, resilient, and low-carbon cities is the Smart City Mission that promotes â€œcities that provide core infrastructure and give a decent quality of life to the citizens, a clean and sustainable environment while applying Smart Solutionsâ€� driven by innovative technology solutions. The aim is to create a High-Level Board to advise and review the work done in Climate Resilient Cities.

            Know More
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            SAUCHA

            The Saucha model requires an anchor organization with a commitment to training its corporate employees using Master Trainers and further disseminating the messaging content to the 3 target groups with the help of the Gram Panchayat.  Depending upon the population and the intended outreach, the organization undertakes to prepare its corporate volunteers as Swatchhata Saathis covering the 3 target groups to facilitate the messaging & outreach.

            Know More
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          Awards

          The India Sanitation Coalition has instituted various awards to recognize and encourage outstanding efforts and achievements in the field of sanitation and WASH in India, with a focus on sustainability, innovation, and impact.

          


        

        
          
                
            
          

           
          
                
                  
                    ISC-FICCI Sanitation Awards

                     ISC-FICCI Sanitation Awards is a flagship event of the India Sanitation Coalition at FICCI and have recognized and rewarded more than fifty corporate houses since its inception in 2017 in the sanitation and hygiene sector. These awards not only have rewarded excellence in sanitation but are also the perfect platform for celebrating achievements. Over the years, these awards have encouraged and endorsed multiple organizations and individuals for their contribution to the sector.    
 
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    RAKIS Awards & Accelerator

                    The Rashid Kidwai innovation in sanitation award (RAKIS) proposes to address some of the challenges in the sanitation space by creating an exclusive platform for private sector sponsors to dialogue with and support entrepreneurs wanting to innovate in this sector and ensure over the coming years that there is a steady pipeline of different innovations - technology or process-driven â€“ being commercialized, and made sustainable and accessible to all levels of the society, both in urban and rural areas.
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                  ISC Conclave


                  Year 2023

                  The seventh edition of the ISC- FICCI Sanitation Awards and the India Sanitation Conclave with the theme â€œImpact of WASH on Climate Change â€“ Indiaâ€™s Agendaâ€� focussed on the crucial link between Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) and the battle against climate change. 

                  It served as a knowledge and best practices sharing platform, drawing participation from experts across multiple disciplines, including global corporates, policymakers, and development partners.
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                  ISC Conclave


                  Year 2022

                  The sixth edition of the India Sanitation conclave served as a knowledge and best practices sharing platform, drawing participation from experts across multiple disciplines, including global corporates, policymakers, and development partners. 

                  The theme of this yearâ€™s conclave â€œWASH in the futureâ€� focused on rapid action to achieve sustainability for Indiaâ€™s WASH programs.  It recognized and celebrated the organizations,  leaders, and rising stars who are driving growth in the sector for achieving a cleaner, healthier, safer, and gender-sensitive India. 
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                  ISC Conclave

                  Year 2021

                 The ISC-FICCI Sanitation Awards and India Sanitation Conclave 2021 with the theme "Sanitation, Gender, and Impact of Covid." recognized individuals, organizations, and start-ups implementing innovative and sustainable sanitation initiatives.

                  The awards acknowledged the contributions of various stakeholders involved in the value chain of sustainable sanitation, focusing on the Build-Use-Maintain aspects. This event showcased the impact of innovative sustainable sanitation practices and technologies in addressing key public health and hygiene issues.  
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                        Over the years, India Sanitation Coalition has been working towards building synergies between the government and industries. It has successfully promoted best practices and innovation in sanitation. The coalition has done a commendable job in enabling an environment that is aligned with the Swachh Bharat Mission...
                         
Read more
                        
 
                         
                         2022 
 
                        Hardeep Singh Puri,  Union Minister for Housing & Urban Affairs & Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government of India
 
                      

                         

                    


                    
                     
                          We can all become agents of change. The coalition will be a refreshing and positive shift away from working in silos and moving towards sustainable results. 
 
                       
                        
                         2015 
 
                        Honorable Prime Minister Of India Shri Narendra Modi
 
             

                         Read Full Message

                    

                    

                    
                        To achieve the goals of the Swachh Bharat Mission, the India Sanitation Coalition at FICCI has been working tirelessly both in the rural and urban areas. I would like  to appreciate them for working with government, corporates, and grassroots level partners on the ground. As we must achieve certain targets under UN SDG 6 by 2030, I would again like to congratulate ISC for the enormous work that they are doing with all the stakeholders to work towards these targets
                         
Read more
                        
 
                         
                         2021 
 
                        Gajender Singh Shekhawat, Union Minister of Jal Shakti, Government of India
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                        I would like to show my gratitude to the India Sanitation Coalition for their tremendous work. We know that corporates are playing a huge role through ISC  for Swachh Bharat Mission. We also witness the deep engagement of the government and private sector in achieving the SBM objectives. I am very much pleased that ISC has been able to put together their efforts on the ground over the years.
                         
Read more
                        
 
                         
                         2022 
 
                        Vini Mahajan, Secretary, Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation, Government of India
 
                      

                         

                    


                    
                     
                         The India Sanitation Coalition (ISC) at FICCI is a platform which enables greater private sector participation in the water and sanitation sectors by catalysing innovative and technology-oriented action. It has contributed significantly to the Swachh Bharat Mission and raised the level of awareness of the public at large. The annual ISC-FICCI Sanitation Awards and All India Sanitation Conclave are flagship events which curate discussions on sustainable sanitation and disseminate best practices in the sanitation advocacy space.
                         
Read more
                        
 
                         
                       
                        
                           2015 
 
                           Subhrakant Panda, President, FICCI
 
                         

                         

                    

                    

                    
                        I would like to congratulate the India Sanitation Coalition for taking Solid and Liquid Waste Management forward. It continues to be an important  agenda, particularly in urban areas, where I think it will be very important to work together with every stakeholder.
                         
Read more
                        
 
                         
                         2021 
 
                        Parameswaran Iyer, Executive Director, World Bank headquarters & Former CEO at NITI Aayog
 
                      

                         

                    

                  

                

              

            


           
           

          

          
          
        
  
      

    
    
      
        
          ISC In Media
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          Women In Indiaâ€™s Economic Development

        
        Studies have shown that women in the workplace and gender diversity are key for organizationsâ€™ bottom lines

        
         01 Apr 2024     businessworld.in  
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          Can a leader become a game changer or does a game changer become a leader

        
        Unveiling our latest cover story in Femme Forte, featuring Natasha Patel the esteemed CEO of ISC-India Sanitat...

        
         29 Mar 2024     peoplefirsthrmagazine.com  
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          Budget 2024 focuses on youth and women entrepreneurship

        
        Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharamanâ€™s sixth Budget which is an interim budget promises to be responsible des...

        
         02 Feb 2024     timesofindia  
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          Budget 2024: Capex Up, Fiscal Deficit Down Are Two Huge Positives: Former FICCI ...

        
        Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, while presenting the Interim Union Budget for 2024-2025 in Parliament on ...

        
         01 Feb 2024     india.com  
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          Ex-FICCI chairman surprised by fiscal deficit target: â€˜Don't know on what basi...

        
        Former FICCI chief Naina Lal Kidwai on Thursday expressed surprise at the fiscal projections in the interim Bu...

        
         01 Feb 2024     hindustantimes.com  
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          Partnerships Make A Difference

        
        The cornerstone of Swachh Bharat Mission-Grameenâ€™s achievements thus far has been the strong partnerships th...

        
         21 Dec 2023       
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          Godrej Consumer Products and India Sanitation Coalition Join Forces

        
        In a ground breaking effort to reshape the landscape of plastic waste management

        
         22 Nov 2023     adgully.com  
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          2 awards to state for sanitation initiatives

        
        For its initiatives to ensure the welfare of sanitation workers and make the sector more inclusive, Odisha has...

        
         22 Nov 2023       
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          jamuee ke harala panchaayat ke mukhiya ka kamaal, jeeta ISC FICCI avord

        
        lakshmeepur prakhand ke harala panchaayat kee sanchaalika komal kumaaree ko ISC FICCI avaard mila.

        
         22 Nov 2023     jagobhart.com  

        

      

  





 






            

      
          

        

      

    
    
      
        
            
          Centers of Excellence: ISC Working Groups

          The ISC Secretariat discharges the tasks as identified in the work plan with advisory and strategic support wherever needed with periodically convened working groups. The following are the three working groups that operate to provide the requisite support to the ISC secretariat.

        

        

         
          
               
                
                  
                Advocacy, Branding and Communication

                By educating, apprising, connecting, and inspiring, communications make the world a better place.  We believe that storytelling has the power to change the world. And that every organisation has a story to tell.  

Narrating a story effectively has the power to inspire action. Thatâ€™s the reason the ABC team works relentlessly to define their tale, think creatively to express it most compellingly, and do not rest until their stories are heard.  Communication insp...
  
                Know More
              


          

        
          
               
                
                  
                Private Sector Engagement

                At PSE, we along with our partners create state-level interventions, involving all the stakeholders, which include the Govt. bodies, corporates, Financial Institutions, the Grass root level organizations. We analyze the challenges and gaps in a particular state and organize Roundtable discussions and Outreach programs creating a platform for sharing ideas and finding sustainable solutions to our problem related to WASH. This working group serves as a platform to con...
  
                Know More
              


          

        
          
               
                
                  
                Rewards and Recognition

                The Rewards and Recognition vertical, as the name suggests, is dedicated to recognizing and rewarding the exceptional work being undertaken in WASH (Water Sanitation and Hygiene). The vertical plans and effectuates two flagship awards of the organization under its wings. These include the ISC-FICCI Sanitation Awards and Rashid Kidwai Innovation in Sanitation Awards. While the former rewards excellence in sanitation under 10 categories, the latter rewards and handhol...
  
                Know More
              


          

        
          
               
                
                  
                Research and Government Relations

                The broad mandate of the Division of Research and Government Relations in India Sanitation Coalition is evidence-creation, through research, to push the water, sanitation, and hygiene agenda of the country, in partnership with the Government of India, and selected State governments. This partnership allows the Division to strategize, plan and streamline, all joint operations with the government that are undertaken by India Sanitation Coalition, in the pursuit of the...
  
                Know More
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                Rashid Kidwai very early in his career recognized the need to bridge the gap between the corporate and social sectors and bring the best of both worlds to the development sector. This brought a fresh perspective to the advancement of WASH in India. He channeled his passion for technology and recognized that it was crucial for developing proper WASH infrastructure, especially in sanitation. Since then, the India Sanitation Coalition, which Rashid Kidwai co-founded and led as national coordinator, has been a key player in promoting WASH in India.

                Rashid Sir's legacy lives on with the RAKIS awards and accelerator that acknowledge organizations that bring  innovation and

                technology to the WASH sector.

                Late. Rashid Kidwai

                Founder, ISC
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                Naina Lal Kidwai

                Founder and Chair, ISC
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            Connect with us

            We are keen to involve many more partners to expand the knowledge base and reach in the sanitation sector.


            If you are working in the Sanitation sector and would like to join us!

            Address

            India Sanitation Coalition, FICCI Federation House Tansen Marg New Delhi-110001

            E-mail

            indiasanitationcoalition@ficci.com 

            Telephone

            Landline: 011-23487270 
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